
Statement of Work  
Installation of Wifi Network 

 
 
 

1. The Consulate General Residence is a historical property built in 1907 that requires any 

modification to the building to be approved by CG management, OBO Cultural Heritage 

and the Bermuda Cultural Heritage organization. Contractor will not make any 

modifications to the building without prior written approval. 

 

2. Contractor will provide all materials and labor. 

 

3. Install one 18U lockable IT cabinet in the basement. 

 

4. Install a rack mounted UPS that meets the requirement to power all equipment in the IT 

cabinet. 

 

a. Power outlet will be installed by the Consulate near the basement IT cabinet. 

 

5. Install 5MM conduit from basement IT cabinet to ground floor penetration into the 

house. This conduit will be used for cabling inside of the house.  

 

6. Install 5 MM conduit from basement IT cabinet to pool house.  

a. The conduit path will be from IT cabinet to back left corner of basement 

b. Install a junction box at back left corner of basement. 

c. Path from basement junction box to pool house will be a buried underground 

conduit following the flower bed path to the pool house. Conduit must be rated 

for underground burial 

d. Drill a penetration into the pool house with junction box. 

7. Install 5MM conduit from basement IT cabinet to front of the house nearest telecom 

junction box to LGF CAC. Conduit must be rated for underground burial. 

8. As required wall mounted conduit will be installed inside of the house to the AP or data 

jack wall box. 

9. Install 5 single port drops to be used for Wi-Fi Access points in areas serviced by the 

basement IT cabinet. Data cabling and Single-port data drops will be the same color-

coded plenum rated cabling and CAT RJ-45 jacks.  

10. Install 6 single port drops to be used for direct connection points in areas serviced by the 

basement IT cabinet. Data cabling and either Single-port or multi-port data drops will be 

the same color-coded plenum rated cabling and CAT RJ-45 jacks. The RJ-45 must be in 

a wall mounted data box. 

11. All Wi-Fi and Data cabling from Wi-Fi Access points or wall jacks will be installed in 

Basement IT cabinet on a patch panel. All cabling will be terminated properly. 
 
 
 



 

 

Floor # Data cable WIFI 
cables  

First floor  3 (2 safe haven and 1 right-side patio) 2 

Second floor  0 2 

Pool House  0 1 

LGF CAC  3 (1 LGF workstation & 2 spares) 0 

 

12. Relocate ISP equipment into Basement IT cabinet. 

13. Install a new wireless (Wi-Fi) network and wall jacks throughout the CGR.  

a. Contractor will provide all IT equipment to include POE switch and POE Wi-Fi 

AP’s.  

b. If POE switch doesn’t provide DCHP, then contractor will provide equipment for 

DCHP and management. 

c. Wi-Fi POE switch will be installed in Basement IT cabinet.  

d. Install 5 POE Access points. 

i. 2 on 1st floor 

ii. 2 on 2nd floor 

iii. 1 in pool house 

e. Contractor will configure all Wi-Fi equipment 

f. The Wi-Fi network will need to support SSID and secure encryption  

g. Wi-Fi network AP’s will be same SSID and secure encryption with transparent 

handshake from one AP to another for client devices moving between AP 

locations. 

h. The LAN and Wi-Fi will share the same DCHP/DNS. 

i. Wi-Fi coverage must be on each floor with limited dead space.  

j. Wi-Fi AP’s must be POE 

14. Vendor will provide 15 three-foot patch cords for Basement IT cabinet. 

15.  Label all ports, jacks, patch panels, equipment and cabinet according to the provided 

standards: 

16. Test and verify all copper connections to ensure that they comply with industry 

standards. Provide test results to COR. 

17. Test and verify Wi-Fi coverage in the building. 

18. Contractor will provide all passwords to all IT equipment  

19. Remove all obsolete IT cable throughout the building. 

20. Vendor will provide training to CG staff on managing the WiFi network.  


